Summary. From the time of the Reformation, Geneva was well provided with medical services as many healers came to live in the town. Lay and Protestant control of medical practice led to the prohibition of traditional healing practices within the city and deprived Genevans of Catholic healing rituals. Various sources suggest nevertheless that demand for such services prevailed in Geneva well into the eighteenth century. Following the evolution of available religious healing services in the vicinity of the town throughout the early modern period, this article aims to discuss how they affected the local medical market and how the Counter-Reformation clergy established on the border of the city's territory maintained confessional tension by tempting ailing Protestants with Catholic healing rituals.
By accepting the Reformation on 21 May 1536, the citizens of Geneva brought about a radical change in their daily lives. Previous decades had seen new judicial and political institutions established in order to reinforce the authority of the commune. The flight of the bishop left de facto the aldermen with paramount authority within the town and over a handful of villages lying beyond the city walls.
1 Legally, however, their authority remained fragile. 2 Geneva's inhabitants either embraced the new religion or left.
This led to some migration, but more impressive are the numbers of foreign Protestants who found shelter and sometimes a home in Geneva during the following two and a half centuries. Newcomers included well-known theologians and humanists, but also hundreds of merchants and their families. Among those active in medical occupations figure apothecaries and a strikingly high number of physicians and surgeons.
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As more foreign-born healers arrived in Geneva, the number of town-dwellers specialising in medical occupations dramatically increased. Between 1547 and 1587, for instance, 152 new healers established themselves within the city. 4 The number of those ultimately remaining in Geneva was restricted by the number of potential clients and the scarcity of salaried medical positions available. 5 This limited the effects of *Maître-Assistant, University of Geneva, Centre mé dical universitaire, Case postale 1211, Geneva 4, Switzerland. Email: Philip.Rieder@unige.ch immigration as the first section of this article will show, but it did guarantee a high density of regular medical practitioners. The presence of high numbers of regular healers together with the inception of a Reformed community where religious and magical healing practices were prohibited, determined the nature of medical commodities and the services available. 6 Geneva's inhabitants suddenly lost access to traditional magical and religious healing rituals. The second section of this article describes the effect this new medical configuration had on Geneva's inhabitants and on the organisation of the local medical marketplace. Concentrating on medical practices and following patients' strategies to deal with the restrictions that were imposed on their use of regular physicians, surgeons and apothecaries, shows that patients ensured that they had access to a wider medical market. Interestingly, the involvement of political and religious considerations with medical issues sometimes led different Protestant authorities to investigate medical practices. By focusing on medical practices, the fragility of the Reformed way of life can be observed and the historical impact of both the long-term strategy of the Protestant, elite and the persistent resistance of Geneva's inhabitants to particular religious constraints assessed.
Controlling Medical Practice in Geneva
Written accounts of procedures concerning the admission of a candidate into a group of recognised practitioners are incomplete and it may be that at times effective authority was conveyed orally. Examining the material that is available, one of the most striking facts to emerge is that, from the early days of the Reformation through to the eighteenth century, the authority of the Small Council (Petit Conseil ) was paramount on all matters relating to medical practice. The Small Council held effective power in Geneva at the head of the republican political structure. 7 It consisted of 25 citizens, of whom four were elected each year as heads of the state (syndics) by the Council of 200. 8 The
Small Council was influential in many fields of everyday life, including the economic and professional organisation of the city. 9 Between 1536 and 1569, there was no medical guild and the Small Council dealt, case by case, with medical disputes and also administered licences to practise. Following individual cases reveals how little heed the Small Council took of surgeons' and physicians' opinions of the candidates' medical capacities. More often than not they were more influenced by patients' requests for specific healers and by healers' reputations. Town aldermen gave some credence to a healer's capacity to account for his knowledge, namely through academic training, but they paid even more attention to his ability to cure.
The empirical emphasis placed on licensing medical practitioners confirms the coherence of defining practitioners as those who were active in selling medical services and commodities.
11 As most procedures leading to the assessment of foreign practitioners were set off by a complaint, or an administrative request, it is obvious that, in the chaotic years following the Reformation, the exact number of practising healers is difficult to evaluate. 12 On 22 July 1555, Cristofle Prevost, a refugee from Touraine, was admitted as an inhabitant. His profession is not mentioned and he never became a member of a regular group of practitioners, and yet a year after his arrival he is described as a master apothecary and opened a shop.
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This example, taken from a series of similar cases, is emblematic of the confusion prevailing in the medical market at the time the first medical professional edicts of 1569 were implemented (Ordonnances mé dicales). These mapped out the exclusive fields of competence of each of the three traditional medical figures: the physician, the apothecary and the surgeon. The impact on medical occupations was progressive and the rules regulating access to each occupation remained flexible, for instance enabling those who could display proof of former medical activities to be incorporated into the guild. The Small Council continued to interfere with all important decisions. Many part-time irregular healers and specialists, some being women, were tolerated within the town.
14 Even itinerant specialists could obtain a licence to practise if it was required by a patient. 15 The legal situation of established practitioners defined in 1569 changed little during the following two centuries. Practitioners were either admitted into the Guild or applied for a temporary licence which was rarely refused.
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When considering the data accumulated both on regular healers and on those working under their control within the city, it is striking to discover a high number of people engaged in health-related occupations. If one only considers master surgeons and physicians, the medical density in Geneva was approximately that of one healer for every 1,000 inhabitants. Therefore, compared to other early modern localities, the availability of orthodox medical services was high in Geneva. In spite of the concentration of regular healers, other practitioners were active within or in the vicinity of the town. These irregular healers seem to have been largely tolerated by the Guild, but fell under the scrutiny of an apparently unrelated body, the Consistory: an ecclesiastical court established during the Reformation. The court's aim was to enforce both confessional orthodoxy and Calvin's discipline. 17 At weekly meetings, the court summoned inhabitants suspected of unorthodox religious practices and more generally any behaviour likely to cause scandal. 18 From the point of view of medical practice, it is interesting to note that healers, or part-time practitioners, were called before the court in order to give an account of their religious orthodoxy and inhabitants of the town were suspected of consulting healers using what were considered to be superstitious means (for instance, intercessionary prayers, magical formulas, images, novenas). Court proceedings can be used to reconstruct patient strategies and the extent of alternative medical services available to the population of Geneva. There were also other inhabitants of the town who, when their activities came under scrutiny, had no trouble in admitting providing medical services. Jaques Carre, a wellestablished merchant and bourgeois of Geneva, was called before the court in 1542. Carre was unable to repeat the Lord's Prayer in French and claimed that:
he knows of ruptures, dislocations and breaks [broken bones] and this because his father was a surgeon and his father's father. He prepares plasters of [virgin] wax and certain herbs and then applies them in order to expel bad humours of the illness and he denies having ever used spells (brevetz) or charms.
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After further questioning, he finally admits to using 'brevetz', but he claimed never to have used spells. All that he had achieved, he reports, was through God's love for his patients. The Consistory encouraged him to learn his prayers and to attend Sunday school, but did not attempt to restrict his medical activities. 20 This case, and other similar ones, suggests that practitioners specialising in particular cures or medical specialities were regularly accepted as legitimate by both the court and the inhabitants of the town. Those who were reprimanded were caught out because they were heard to mutter mysterious words while performing empirical medicine or, as Aymoz Peronet claims, for saying 'au nom du Pere et du filz'-possibly as he performed the sign of the cross-while treating patients. 21 Women were particularly active in less formal medical spheres attracting the Court's interest. Ayma du Chabloz appeared before the Consistory for not attending religious ceremonies in 1543. She justified her repeated absences by claiming that they were due to her medical activities. Ayma said that she treated patients suffering from the 'gorraz', a skin disease, possibly something like the king's evil (é crouelles). 22 On one occasion she was caring for a girl in Viry, and at the time of Easter communion, she was treating a woman and her two daughters. 23 She denied using prayers, masses, novenas and the intercession of saints, which of course was precisely what the tribunal was worried about. In fact, she claimed that she had been 'taught how to heal a long time ago, in Piedmont, by a physician'. 24 There were regularly such affairs in the sixteenth century. In most cases, the court interfered only indirectly with medical practice. Sometimes it went one step further. A few months after his first hearing, for instance, Jaques Carre was called a second time before the Consistory. The court ordered that he should not attempt cures with medicines he did not 'know' and in case of danger, he should let more knowledgeable people take over. 25 In the name of public order, the Consistory Court strove to regulate medical practice. Cases like this were more explicit and numerous in the decades following the Reformation than in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. But Consistory Court records attest that until well into the eighteenth century, lay men and women continued to practise some form of medicine without attracting specific attention from either the Guild or the city authorities. In fact, cases only came to light because healing practices were admitted by those suspected of practising divination or magic. Different hypotheses can be advanced as to why these practices were tolerated within the town. Part-time and lay healers may have attracted mainly poor clients and probably asked for small sums of money-placing themselves on the fringe of the market where formally established healers were active. A second plausible hypothesis is that informal healing figures were assimilated to self-help and family medicine, undertaking informal and occasional cures.
Beyond the City Walls
Another aspect of the medical market revealed by the proceedings of the Consistory is the porosity of the city walls. Although Geneva was a strongly fortified town, depicted and described as isolated from its surrounding Catholic countryside, the town-dwellers of Geneva were constantly in touch with Savoy's inhabitants. 26 Surgeons, apothecaries and physicians active in the town travelled to Catholic villages and towns in Savoy at clients' requests. Geneva served as a source of materia medica for the region and offered quality orthodox medical services to the well-to-do and aristocratic Catholics of the region.
27 Surprisingly, there was a movement in the other direction as many inhabitants of Geneva had trouble accepting the loss of religious healing rituals and continued to accede to such services by simply walking either a few miles to the nearest Catholic sanctuary or to the abode of any known clerical or traditional healer established in the vicinity of the town. As may be expected, cases were particularly frequent during the first years of the Reformation, a period when irregular healers were more often than not inhabitants of the town. A baker's widow, for instance, was questioned in November 1545 for having previously consulted a sorcerer for her husband. She admitted a consultation with Claude Verna, a well-known 'superstitious healer'.
28 Verna had given her roots she claimed, but nothing else, so she refused to admit to 'superstitious practices'. 29 Some people made 25 AEG, R. Consist., 1, f. 53v, 31 August 1542. 26 The importance of demographic and economic exchanges between both communities are stressed by Perrenoud 1979; Piuz in Piuz and Mottu-Weber (eds) 1990. 27 Rieder 2005, p. 56. 28 Claude Verna was also named the 'Good Witch' and lived in Challex (Ain). 29 AEG, R. Consist., 2, f. 13v, 26 November 1545. more damaging admissions. Such cases became rarer as time past and the inhabitants looked beyond the city walls.
Religious and popular healing centres were numerous in Savoy where the clergy of the Counter-Reformation continued to give meaning to suffering. 30 Trips by patients from Geneva to Savoy in search of Catholic healing facilities can be described as following a general scheme. In the 1540s, individuals and groups of Geneva's inhabitants made for Catholic sanctuaries. 31 The most popular was Saint-Claude in the Jura where some of the relics kept by Geneva's clergy had been transferred at the time of the Reformation. In fact, Antoine Saunier reported in 1538 that the entire Jura range was then named St-Claude in Geneva. 32 The patron day of Saint-Claude, 6 June, was a common occasion for such pilgrimages. 33 The monastery of St-Claude was controlled by the bishop, Geneva's former political figurehead, and the city's inhabitants travelling there indirectly undermined the political authority of the Small Council. Controlling the flux of pilgrims and the importance of Saint-Claude within the city was therefore both a religious and a political issue. It became one of the focal points of tension between Geneva's ministers and groups of inhabitants of the town. Claude was then a common name, clearly associated with the popular sanctuary and the beneficial effect of the relics of Saint Claude.
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Tradition had it that it would remain popular as the new-born were commonly named at baptism after their godfathers and godfathers named Claude were numerous. The ministers' stand to refuse the transmission of saints' names, and specifically that of Claude, to the town's infants, provoked a popular uproar. The affair is well documented. Ami Chapuis, a surgeon, used the services of Boniface Vouvrey, a midwife, to baptise his child in August 1546 after a minister had refused to baptise him Claude. 35 This was illegal since midwives had been forbidden to christen babies since 1537. On 30 August 1546, following this affair, Calvin convinced the Small Council to rule that Christian names for children should be chosen from among names found in the Bible.
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In the middle of the sixteenth century, Saint-Claude was successful in attracting Genevans, as were other sanctuaries in Savoy. Parents regularly carried their sick children to St-Urbain (Vetra Monthoux), a well-known resort for children suffering from rickets.
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Others used the services of the chapel of Notre-Dame du Tinet at Seyssel which was a specialised 'centre of respite', a sanctuary where babies deceased before christening could 'live again' long enough to be baptised. 38 Devos and Joisten 1978, p. 66. 38 For an overview, see Gé lis 2006. within the town. 39 The centrality of this particular spiritual service in confessional conflicts was highlighted by the importance given to it in Catholic propaganda. Jeanne de Jussy, one of the last nuns to leave Geneva for Annecy on 5 September 1535, reports a visit to the sanctuary of Notre Dame l'Allé e (Notre-dame-de-Liesse) shortly after her flight from Geneva. She describes a scene in the chapel involving a stillborn child which 'miraculously gave convincing signs of living' and was subsequently baptised. 40 Some years later, Bishop Franç ois de Sales prayed at least on one occasion for the child of a Protestant couple to live again in order for it to be baptised. The child's mother is reported to have thrown herself at his feet, declaring 'I will convert to Catholicism if through your prayer you can give life to my son so that he may be baptised.' The child is said to have lived again for two days and was baptised. 41 Catholic healing rituals were clearly used by postridentine clergy as a means to entice Protestants to convert. As time progressed, namely in the later part of the sixteenth century and in the seventeenth century, inhabitants of Geneva were less often accused of going to a given healing place and more commonly suspected of having consulted a specific Catholic healer. 42 In the sixteenth century, these tended to be established in isolated rural areas within Geneva's jurisdiction such as Peney and Jussy. 43 Increasingly, such healers were found systematically in Catholic parishes in Savoy. In the second third of the seventeenth century, Tyvent Colomb, a healer practising near Etrembiè res, was regularly associated with ritual healing practices, although he clearly also used common therapies such as bleeding.
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Others operating at Vé tra, Pouilly, Annemasse and Viry were also named in Consistory proceedings, sometimes described as peasant folk-healers, at other times as members of the Counter-Reformation clergy nourishing more or less serious intentions of converting suffering Protestants. Some Catholic healing places continued to attract Genevans. In 1619, the 'Bé nite-fontaine', a fountain close to La Roche-sur-Foron or La Roche, became popular when a young shepherdess with scabies was healed after drinking its water. A series of other miraculous healings were reported in the following years, including 'even some Huguenot inhabitants of Geneva [who] were healed of the stone'.
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Little is known of rural Catholic practitioners as they operated beyond the reach of Geneva's authorities and attracted little attention from other judicial instances. From the accusations voiced during the Consistory's sittings and the answers of those of Geneva's inhabitants who were suspected of resorting to such services, it is quite obvious that both parties were conscious of the fact that it was of interest to the latter to hide or deny certain details. More often than not, the suspected practice concerned parents searching for help for an ailing child, although the high percentage of such cases may simply be linked to the fact that leaving the city in haste with a sick child was more conspicuous than the departure of a suffering adult. Devos and Joisten 1978, p. 59. the Consistory's records in the eighteenth century. This could mean that it was no longer possible to identify Protestants going to Catholic healing places; that the polemic nature of miracles waned as philosophers questioned more deeply the reality of miracles described in the New Testament; 47 that consulting 'superstitious' healers no longer caused a scandal; or more simply that the court lost interest in such affairs. 48 Other sources suggest that an interest in alternative healing practices prevailed, although the nature of medical assistance was not systematically spiritual as suggests the success of figures such as Count Cagliostro, Michael Schü ppach and local disciples of Mesmer.
Jesuit Water and Protestants
One of the last affairs during which Geneva's citizens flocked to attend a Catholic healing ritual is worth describing in some detail as it reveals the level of confessional tension on the border of the Republic of Geneva at the turn of the eighteenth century. In 1702, Claude de Romeville (Romainville), a Jesuit from Vienne near Lyon, established himself at La Roche, a small town some 25 km from Geneva, where his order ran a successful secondary school. 49 Although Jesuits are commonly associated with elite education and served as confessors in court circles, in this instance, Romeville was involved in activities closer to the original missionary vocation of the order. This is not an isolated occurrence. Jesuits then carried out a series of popular conversion missions, namely in territories of mixed confessional identities. France was dealing with numbers of newly converted Catholics since the Revocation of the Edict of Nantes in 1685. Jesuits established in nearby Ornex, for instance, were at that time (1698-1702) active in missions to re-catholicise the region of Gex. 50 Romeville himself had been employed, between 1686 and 1698, by the Bishop of Nîmes to instruct the 'newly converted'.
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Starting off sometime in May 1702, Romeville rapidly gained a reputation during the following summer for healing chronic and debilitating ills such as paralysis, cancer, dumbness and blindness, but also more common complaints such as headaches and fevers. Patients travelled from Savoy, the Swiss towns and beyond. Catholic aristocrats paraded their miraculously healed bodies through the streets of Geneva. 52 and hence down a succession of priests to Romeville himself. 53 The patient was to kiss the ring, or to drink water in which the ring had been dipped, before performing novenas and attending mass. 54 La Roche was conveniently close to Geneva and had been associated with the 'Bé nite-fontaine' 70 years earlier. The predecessors of the Jesuits at the College, the Cappucins, had tried to gain control of the fountain themselves. However, interest in it had rapidly declined, and it was probably no longer more than a vague memory by 1700. 55 The association of La Roche with cures by absorption is interesting and suggests a possible inspiration for Romeville's practice. The link with Saint Franç ois de Sales is also important. La Roche was his territory: he was born and brought up there. Moreover, after his death, he became a thaumaturgical saint, healing through the absorption of water in which his relics had been dipped. 56 In short, Romeville sought to establish a competitive cult to a successful local saint. In 1702, the records of the Consistory Court in Geneva were literally submerged by cases of inhabitants accused of having consulted Romeville 'who boasts that he can cure different terminal illnesses thanks to a ring that he claims to come from Saint Franç ois Xavier and which [a patient] must kiss, after which he has novenas prayed and masses preached'. 57 Five inhabitants of the city were finally reprimanded for having travelled to La Roche. 58 Quite logically, they either denied or minimised their participation in what were clearly Counter-Reformation healing rituals, just as they systematically denied kneeling in churches. Romeville's success is nevertheless emblematic of the persistent capacity of Catholic healing rituals to attract Protestants. Calvinist ministers and orthodox healers could not quench the Genevans' thirst for good health. Clearly, more than 150 years after the Reformation, Protestants were still prepared to transgress confessional boundaries in order to access Catholic healing potential. The efforts of the Consistory to suppress such strategies seem to have had little effect. But what was the attitude of the Catholic clergy? Romeville was persistent in sending letters to a series of religious and political figures, including the Bishop of Annecy and the Bishop of Nîmes, the Archbishop of Besanç on, Jesuits in Rome and also to the court of France. In this last instance, he was apparently successful. A copy of a letter from a former condisciple and fellow Jesuit, Franç ois d'Aix de La Chaise (1624-1709), Louis the XIVth's confessor, reports that 'his royal highness was touched and edified by such obvious miracles happening at the very gates of Geneva which can but convert Geneva or enhance the reprobation of those who are rebellious to the Light'. 59 The prelate proceeded to request the establishment of precise testimonials of miracles. priests. 61 The recourse to Catholic healing practices for converting Protestants was traditional by 1700, as the cases mentioned above and the content of contemporary theological controversies ascertain. 62 That this was a conscious strategy is clear in Romeville's case and was explicitly mentioned in the letters he wrote to the Bishop of Annecy. He sought to gather support in order to develop his healing activities and described hundreds of patients travelling to La Roche: 'Those of Geneva have started to come. One brought a child who I managed to make walk. A nobleman announced that he would bring two of his children. 63 The population of Geneva appears to have been sensitive to the demonstration of his healing power. Romeville reported:
The Protestant ministers start talking less loudly and contradict less openly the marvels which have occurred than they did formerly. They invite our patients to visit them on their return trips. A cripple passed through their town on the way from Burgundy. He could hardly walk with two crutches and they told him he would return as he had come. Once he had been touched by the ring, his pain ceased . . . and he walked straight in the chapel as though he had never been in pain. He decided to pass by Geneva on his return trip, having decided to keep one of his crutches in order to use it as a walking stick.
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Most observed was the cure of a mute 'which created quite a disturbance in Geneva' if one is to believe the Jesuit. 65 Romeville repeats on this occasion, as at other times, that he 'does not doubt that they be convinced by such indisputable demonstrations that our religion is the true one, a religion where there are such great miracles'. Apparently, he had heard some Genevans admit that 'they believed that one was more secure in a Religion where the non-speakers talked'. 66 Lists of patients and miracles were inserted in Romeville's letters, including the story of a young lady, niece to Mr Trembley, syndic of Geneva and sister of a recent convert to Catholicism in Paris. She allegedly fled to La Roche and was converted after hearing that her cousin 'who was born mute, found fluent speech there'. 67 The list of cases reported by Romeville may invite social historians to wonder at the depth of the Protestants of Geneva's faith. Was Geneva inhabited by crypto-Catholics? Although there are many traces of the survival of Catholic practices and rituals in the years directly following the Reformation, it is difficult to believe that the inhabitants of Geneva remained Catholics for the following two centuries. 68 It is quite as unreasonable be convinced to change their pattern of belief. For Protestants to resort to such a ritual was an extreme and desperate move. Although Catholic healing practices were often used against common complaints, in the case of Protestant patients this was not the case. 69 Severe handicap, chronic disease and desperate situations tended to be the norm. Catholic rituals helped individuals to face circumstances which were considered dangerous or hopeless by regular medical practitioners. 70 Consulting the clergy of the Counter-Reformation seems to have been seen as a last chance by Protestant patients who had already tried other types of medical services. Consulting across the confessional border appears therefore to be less about beliefs than about desperation. Consequent healings had potentially important religious effects and the association of Protestants with miracles led to a series of theological controversies.
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In his letters to the Bishop Michel-Gabriel Rossillon de Bernex (1657-1734), Romeville regrets the decision taken to postpone the construction of a chapel which 'must be built in order to convert heretics'. 72 He was concerned that local support for this enterprise would be lost if the project were delayed. The reluctance of the bishop to comply with Romeville's requests can be understood as an expression of the tensions inherent in the Catholic Church regarding miracles. The Council of Trent had clearly established the frame for the invocation of saints: believers could venerate a saint who had the power to intercede with God in turn, but it was always God's will and God's doings that answered prayers. 73 These precepts were promptly reinstated in a letter published by the Bishop of Annecy on 11 November 1702. Addressed to the clergy of the diocese, the bishop's letter requested that they examine carefully reports of miracles accomplished at La Roche and requested certificates with both medical attestations and sworn testimonials of witnesses.
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The content of the file subsequently put together clearly demonstrates the reluctance of the clergy to give credence to Romeville's assertions. A series of letters signed by local clergymen and Catholic notables contest the reality of the miracles. Among these texts, one letter relates the story of a modest lackey who Romeville had tried to heal from partial blindness: 'The Jesuit father asked him if he was not healed and although he answered in the negative, he would have him sign that he was healed' the correspondent reported.
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The bishop finally decided to play down the miracles in order to avoid criticism of Catholic credulity and filed the affair. 76 In July 1704, Romeville was persuaded to suspend his 69 Burkardt 2004, pp. 192-8. 70 Similar conclusions have been made for French and German contexts. See Mentzer 1996; Soergel 1993, p. 102. 71 See the controversy set off by the publication of the news of the miraculous healing in Paris of Dame La Fosse, wife of a cabinet maker in August 1725. The issue is relevant as a Protestant lady is reported to have witnessed the miracle. Jacob Vernet, the Protestant minister, claimed that no Protestants had subsequently converted, whereas Hoquiné , the Catholic priest, maintained that some had.
[Vernet] 1726, p. 18; [Hoquiné ] Daston and Park 1998, pp. 337-8. healing activities and to leave La Roche.
77 From the point of view of the history of the Counter-Reformation, the rituals implemented by Romeville are interesting as they are reminiscent of practices introduced by Jesuits in seventeenth-century Britain where, among other artefacts, water consecrated by contact with St Ignatius' relics was used in healing rituals. 78 The same technique was to be used again in the Palatinate more than a decade after Romeville left La Roche. Not only is the finality the same, but in this later case water affected by St-Franç ois Xavier's relics was also used, known as 'Xavier water'. 79 In British and German contexts, the emphasis was also placed on converting populations brought up in the Protestant faith. The Jesuits campaign to convert Protestants was clearly articulated around symbols signifying the Catholic power to heal. The capacity to provoke miracles was an important asset in religious propaganda.
Conclusion
The persistent resort by Geneva's inhabitants to both irregular medical services and to Catholic healing rituals is an illustration of the multifarious nature of healing available to early modern communities. Values and arguments voiced by town aldermen when attempting to control health-related practices demonstrate the pertinence of lay values in regulating medical activities and suggest a wide definition of what medicine was. Committed to different rules and legislations, town and countryside offered distinct types of medicine. The number of people actually selling medical commodities and services was considerably higher than the numbers of regular practitioners discussed briefly in the first part of this article. Nonetheless, healers tend to resist precise quantification as many only worked part-time and for short periods and sometimes expected other rewards than financial gratification. High densities of regular healers clearly do not suffice to guarantee a monopoly. In order to legitimate the variety of practices which entail some form of payment, they have been placed rather loosely under the banner of the 'medical marketplace'. The term has been used with a variety of meanings in contemporary historiography, generating criticism due to possible distortions through minimising charitable practices, social distinctions and religious issues. 80 Beyond the medical market's capacity to stimulate discussion on the nature of the offer and alternatively of the demand for medical services, it is not used here in order to analyse medical practices. The concept of medical marketplace may well be replaced by notions such as the 'medical world' in the future. That said, the data accumulated here on medical practices in the past do suggest some hints as to how-what we shall continue to call herethe medical marketplace can be considered. First, the medical market is clearly about a particular place, with its local institutions, traditions and rules. The mobility of Protestants from Geneva shows that the locus of the market extended beyond the obvious limit of the city walls to nearby Catholic Savoy. In fact, the market should be depicted as flexible and related to the patients' mobility and capacity to access medical commodities. These are certainly useful landmarks for 77 Mugnier 1887, pp. 50 -1. 78 Walsham 2003, pp. 797 -8. 79 I am obliged to David Gentilcore for this point. Johnson in Scribner and Johnson (eds) 1996. 80 For references, see Jenner and Wallis in Jenner and Wallis (eds) 2007, pp. 3-7; Rieder 2005, pp. 39-42. defining the pertinence of medical services and medical practitioners in a given context. Different types of services suggest different types of clientele. The social status of those using Catholic healing rituals and practices is an issue of interest. In the sixteenth century, both affluent and less affluent were involved in Catholic healing processes. A change occurred in the seventeenth century and more clearly again in the eighteenth century, when members of Geneva's governing class were no longer called before the Consistory to face such accusations. The evolution may have nothing to do with healing practices. Studies on the Consistory have shown that, from the beginning of the seventeenth century, the court hesitated to question the behaviour of the well-to-do and powerful families of the city.
81 And yet Romeville clearly states that affluent and possibly aristocratic Genevan families travelled to La Roche. The information may be exaggerated and the number was probably limited, but it is interesting for the history of the Consistory that it failed to call this particular category of offenders to answer for their acts! In fact, many traces suggest a wide interest of all social groups for any method or technique capable of healing well into the eighteenth century.
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Secondly, the medical market should be defined as construed by the buyers of services, the patients. For individuals only became healers through their recognition by patients. The patients' willingness to travel in order to access medical services could be used to define the limits of the market. Using their ability to choose, each individual and each social group participated in the definition of the spectrum of credible medical services, which formed the medical marketplace. This leads to the conclusion that not only were the limits flexible, but also that there were as many markets as there were buyers. Reputations grew and subsided; patients succeeded each other on paths to particular healers or sanctuaries. In the case of Catholic healing rituals, the nature and the agency of the offer clearly evolved through time, following the history and the intentions of the healers and the policy of the prelates of the Counter-Reformation.
This highlights the historical transformation of the market and leads to the last point I would like to make. The market should not be presented as a synchronic superstructure. The transformation of the nature of the religious medical offer and medical fashions alter the nature of the market, as do representations of the body, of health and of healers and a number of other factors. Economic realities structure time as new commodities and concepts are imported and consumed and, as Jenner and Wallis point out, different commodities generate different markets within the market. 83 The transformations of the social identities of healers cause or reflect important changes in market configurations. The limits of the contents and transformations of the medical market are boundless, as are finally the variability of medical notions and strategies. Enlarging the scope of medical history to include all those offering medical services in any given area and analysing the medical market from the point of view of the user is certainly not a simple process. But it appears to offer the most promising perspective yet for those who strive to understand the nature of the services and commodities offered and the pattern of recourse to medical services during the early modern period.
